The proof of (1), by induction on Sp, is well known. It is effective in the sense that as a matter of fact it gives a primitive recursive function which assigns to every p E A0 the (Gddel number 
D
The following remark may help the reader's intuition. Below we shall work in nonstandard models of PA. Lemma 1 ensures that if X' t PA, then for every object in AX which AX is a (Gddel number of a) AO formula, there exists an object in X' which AX thinks is a Gddel number of a proof of the statement Vb[p (b)= Tro(qo(Sb0))]. None of these objects need be standard, they are just elements of A'. Similar remarks apply to all statements that we claim are provable in PA.
We shall need some more observations about the connection between truth and provability of Ao-formulas in PA. In order to see why it is so, we shall show that every model /j from the proof of Theorem 9 either is equal to X or has an elementary submodel of the form ACT(e'; E) for some completion E in X'. Granted this, we see that PA +-' ConpA is contained in some completion E in Xf, so is consistent. Moreover this consistency holds in every AX which is a model for PA + ConpA, so is provable in this theory. In order to verify the above property of the chain //6 of models considered, it suffices (by induction) to check the following. It requires some minor work to check that E satisfies the conclusion; we leave it to the reader, but just mention a fine point. In order to check that E is 12 one replaces the definition of j by an inductive one. O It is not clear at the moment whether the method presented above will also give a new proof of Rosser's theorem.
